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Trunk Muscle Training, Posture Fatigue, and Performance in Laparoscopic Surgery

MICHAEL A. TSE, M.B.A., B.Sc., R.S.W. MASTERS, D.Phil., A.M. McMANUS, Ph.D., C.Y. LO, M.S., FRCS, and N.G. PATIL, M.S., FRCS (ED)

ABSTRACT

Purpose: To investigate the effect of trunk muscle endurance training on the perception of back postural fatigue and performance of a laparoscopic task.

Materials and Methods: Thirty-one medical students (18 men and 13 women) with no laparoscopic surgical experience were randomly assigned to either a training group or a control group. Participants in the training group underwent a 6-week, 18-session trunk (abdominal and back muscle) endurance training program, whereas participants in the control group did not. Performance by all participants was assessed on a simulated laparoscopic task under varying conditions of low back postural fatigue, both before and after the training program.

Results: Participants in the training group showed significant improvements in trunk endurance after the 6-week trunk endurance training program (P < 0.05), whereas those in the control group did not. The improvements in trunk endurance were accompanied by significantly reduced perceptions of discomfort (P < 0.001) and fewer errors during performance of the laparoscopic task (P < 0.02), whereas no significant changes occurred for the control group (P > 0.05).

Conclusion: Increasing trunk endurance can reduce postural fatigue and discomfort during simulated laparoscopic tasks, which may assist in the management of errors during laparoscopy.

INTRODUCTION

During the past two decades, minimally invasive surgery by laparoscopy has significantly revolutionized surgical practice, becoming the “gold standard” for various surgical procedures. The physical demands of minimally invasive surgery on the surgeon can be high, such as during some laparoscopic urologic procedures. Surgeons frequently stand for extended periods and assume atypical postures with prolonged flexion of the torso and neck. Because of the muscle fatigue that accompanies these postures, pain and discomfort are often reported, and work-related injuries may occur. Furthermore, fatigue has an effect on manual dexterity, an important component of laparoscopic procedures.

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the potential effect of a 6-week trunk endurance training program on a simulated laparoscopic task. Numerous ergonomic studies have been conducted to investigate the origins of physical problems in surgeons who complain of fatigue and discomfort during laparoscopic surgery, and even to investigate ways to reduce postural fatigue by using ergonomic supports. To our knowledge, this is the first study that attempts to manipulate the physical training status of a person’s trunk muscles to address the issue of postural fatigue during laparoscopic performance.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants

Thirty-one healthy preclinical medical students (18 men and 13 women) with no previous surgical experience were invited to participate in this study on a voluntary basis. Right-hand dominance was self-reported by all participants. Ages ranged from 18 to 22 years.
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from 20 to 32 years (mean 22.1 years; standard deviation 2.8 years).

Participants were randomly assigned to a training group (TG), consisting of nine men and seven women, who took part in a specialized trunk training intervention, or to a control group (CG), consisting of nine men and six women who did not receive training. No significant differences existed between the groups for height, body weight, body mass index, or physical activity levels ($P > 0.05$).

Participants were informed of the experimental procedures and the potential risks via written and verbal explanations. Each participant gave written consent before participation in the study. Participants were screened for low-back pain, activity levels, and musculoskeletal or cardiovascular disorders by means of physical activity readiness and health questionnaires. Scoliosis, back pain, or spinal surgeries were used as exclusion criteria. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board.

**General study design**

An initial clinical assessment to measure trunk endurance was performed on all participants. After these tests, 3 to 5 days of rest was allowed before participants performed the simulated laparoscopic task. Participants were asked to give feedback about their perceptions of fatigue by means of the Borg-CR 10 perceived exertion scale.$^{16}$ After completing the laparoscopic task under nonfatigued conditions, participants underwent a maximal back extension fatigue protocol,$^{17}$ and then immediately repeated the laparoscopic task.

A 6-week (3 days per week) training program was then undertaken by TG participants to improve muscular endurance of the trunk, i.e., low-back extensors and abdominis muscles. CG participants did not perform any specific training regimen for their trunk muscles but were allowed to continue normal recreation activities during the 6-week period. After conclusion of the 6-week period, all tests were repeated by all participants. The overall study design is shown in Fig. 1.

**Trunk endurance tests**

Trunk muscle endurance was assessed using four clinically reliable trunk endurance tests: back extensor, abdominal fatigue, and the right- and left-side bridge tests.$^{18-20}$

**Apparatus and task description**

The laparoscopic task was performed on a bench model laparoscopic training box, using a 10-mm 0-degree laparoscope (Karl Storz Endoscopy, Germany) with light source (Quantum 4000, Stryker Endoscopy, Germany). A medical video camera (Stryker 814) transmitted the image via optical interface to a 58-cm laparoscopic television monitor (Sony HR Trinitron, Sony Corp, Japan) during the laparoscopic task.

Participants assumed a standard position, with the upper torso flexed at the hips by 25 degrees and were required to transfer small beads with two laparoscopic graspers from one position to another (16 cm) through a hoop (5 cm diameter). Participants were only able to view the task occurring inside the training box via a video monitor placed just below eye level at 150 cm in front of the participant. A slightly flexed, standard position was adopted to consistently maintain back-muscle fatigue and prohibit participants from attaining intermittent relief by shifting positions, thus better controlling fatigue accumulation.

Participants completed 10 bead transfer practice trials of a familiarization task at their own pace, and another two sets of 20 practice trials in which they were asked to complete the task as quickly and as accurately as possible. After familiarization, participants carried out 20 trials for the actual test. A back extension fatigue protocol was administered immediately thereafter, followed by a further 20 test trials. Participants verbally estimated their perceptions of fatigue on the modified Borg-CR 10 pain/discomfort scale, using values from 0 to 10, signifying from “nothing at all” to “extremely strong – near maximal fatigue.”$^{16}$

Performance was assessed by measuring the total time taken to transfer each set of 20 beads and the total number of errors committed (e.g., failed attempts to grasp a bead, dropped beads, contacts with the hoop). Each session was videotaped for assessment purposes.

**Back extension fatigue protocol**

Participants were required to lie prone on a plinth and perform a series of 90-degree trunk extension-flexion movements at a slow, deliberate tempo (cadence: 20 repetitions per minute), as used by Gorelick and associates.$^{17}$ The fatigue protocol was terminated when the participant could no longer maintain the required cadence or reported unacceptable discomfort. The protocol was identical both pretraining and post-training.

**Trunk training intervention**

TG participants underwent a trunk training program validated by Tse and colleagues$^{21}$ that required them to train under supervision three times per week (45 min/session) for a 6-week period (18 training sessions) and focused on a variety of simple exercises that trained the trunk muscles. All training participants were exposed to the same protocol but were challenged according to their individual progress.

**RESULTS**

The data were examined using analysis of variance with repeated measures and $t$ tests. Significance was accepted at $P < 0.05$.

**Trunk endurance tests**

TG participants improved significantly ($P < 0.01$) on all trunk endurance tests after the 6-week training program, whereas CG participants showed no significant changes ($P > 0.05$) during this period (Fig. 2).

**Perceived exertion**

Pretraining program: No differences existed in the way TG participants group and CG participants rated their discomfort when completing the laparoscopic task before the fatigue pro-
FIG. 1. Experimental design of the study.
tocol ($P > 0.05$). In both groups, however, a similar increase ($P < 0.001$) in discomfort ratings was evident after the fatigue protocol (Fig. 3a).

**Post-training program:** Changes were evident in the ratings of perceived exertion after the 6-week training program (Fig. 3b). TG participants reported significantly less discomfort from the prefatigue to the postfatigue protocol than CG participants ($P < 0.03$), which indicated that increases in discomfort were less severe in the TG.

Laparoscopic task performance

**Pretraining program:** Although the number of errors committed by participants in both groups decreased marginally after the fatigue protocol, no statistical differences were evident ($P > 0.05$) (Fig. 4a).

**Post-training program:** The TG showed a significant decrease in the number of errors committed from the prefatigue to the postfatigue protocol ($P < 0.02$), in contrast to those in the CG, who showed no change in the number of errors ($P > 0.05$) (Fig. 4b).

Laparoscopic task completion times

**Pretraining program:** The time taken to complete the task decreased significantly after the fatigue protocol in both groups ($P < 0.001$) (prefatigue: TG, 61.6 s ± 15.1; CG, 62.7 s ± 11.6; postfatigue: TG, 50.1 s ± 7.8; CG, 55.9 s ± 6.6).

**Post-training program:** Again, the time taken to complete the task decreased significantly after the fatigue protocol in both groups ($P < 0.001$) (prefatigue: TG, 55.2 s ± 11.6; CG, 53.9 s ± 8.9; postfatigue: TG, 44.7 s ± 10.7; CG, 45.4 s ± 10.7).
Musculoskeletal fatigue occurs in the back, shoulders, neck, and legs of surgeons as a consequence of prolonged flexion of the neck and torso. The primary aim of this investigation was to determine the effect of trunk muscle training on musculoskeletal fatigue and its relation to performance and discomfort during a simulated laparoscopic surgery.

Before the 6-week trunk training program, participants in both the TG and CG showed increased speed of performance when fatigued by the fatigue protocol and a marginal but non-significant reduction in errors. It is likely that the reduction in errors reflects continued improvements in performance that occurred regardless of fatigue.

The training program resulted in a significant improvement in trunk endurance from pretraining to post-training, accompanied by reductions in perceived discomfort when performing the laparoscopic task under fatigue conditions. Improved trunk endurance also appeared to inoculate the TG participants against increased error rates, with participants exhibiting significantly fewer errors even though they performed the task more quickly after the fatigue protocol.

CG participants also exhibited more rapid performance of the laparoscopic task after the fatigue protocol, but their error rates did not decrease. This finding may have important implications, because it suggests that persons who display high resistance to back postural muscle fatigue, as a result of trunk endurance training, possess the ability to perform a simulated laparoscopic task very rapidly without a concomitant increase in errors.

It is possible that a reduction in the fatigue of trunk muscles is associated with reduced tremor of the hands, or that participants with better trunk endurance are less distracted by feelings of discomfort as they perform. Further studies investigating the

**FIG. 3.** Prefatigue and postfatigue-protocol Borg scores in (a) preintervention and (b) postintervention test phases. TG = training group; CG = control group.

**FIG. 4.** Pre-error and posterror scores in (a) preintervention and (b) postintervention test phases. TG = training group; CG = control group.
influence of reduced back fatigue on hand tremor and mental disposition during laparoscopic task performance are recommended. Also, to minimize potential biases in subjective ratings of discomfort, subsequent studies should blind subjects as to whether they are in a CG or TG. Future studies need also to extend our understanding of the benefits of trunk endurance training from novice medical students to experienced surgeons performing laparoscopic surgery, both in real and artificial operative settings.
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